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I don’t return home as often as I would like. On 
an annual basis, the closest thing to a New Year’s 
resolution is my intention to visit my mother 
once a quarter. One of the things I most look 
forward to is having morning coffee with her on 
the back patio. Her coffee always brings me back 
home. Hers isn’t pressed, or dripped, nor does 
it come from a pod; it comes from a percolator. 
I understand that, among coffee sommeliers, 
percolated coffee is not highly regarded; that it 
lacks balance and clarity. But I also understand 
that the joy of being at home isn’t about the 
coffee; it’s the unbreakable bonds of love, 
community, and life experiences shared and 
endured that make us long to be together.

Our desire is to be the kind of church where it 
feels like coming home; a place that draws you 
back time and time again, no matter how long the 
absence. After the COVID-19 global pandemic 
of 2020, an event that the world has not 
experienced in over 100 years, and the cautious 
movement back into “routines” of life this past 
spring, it’s time to look upon the approaching 
new school year as our time to come back home, 
and to regather in rhythmic form as the family 
of God; not forsaking the gathering of ourselves 
together.

Of course, coffee will be available when you 
come home to church but, much more so, you 
will find community, conversations, acceptance, 
renewal, hope, and restoration. We are a church 
home where you can always begin again. We 
even have places at the table for those who have 
not yet discovered the richness and fulfillment 
of a life committed to following Christ. Such 
as these desperately need our loving witness, 
patience, and fellowship.

Thomas Long, Professor of Preaching at Emory 
University, tells the story of a Jewish boy who 
accuses his father of being a hypocrite; that he 
shouldn’t be going to temple because he is an 
agnostic.The father responds, “There are many 
reasons to go to temple. Take Goldman. He 
attends temple to talk to God. Me? Well, I go to 
talk to Goldman.”

While we gather for the purpose of worship, the 
reality is, there are a variety of other reasons 
that draw people to this church on any given 
Sunday. Whether an uncertain agnostic looking 
for conversation, or a devoted disciple looking to 
worship, we want all to sense they have arrived 
home.

Be sure to mark August 15th on your calendar 
as our Homecoming Sunday. It’s going to be the 
kickoff  to a wonderful Fall of opportunity.

“Therefore say to them, ‘Thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘Return 
to Me,’ declares the Lord of hosts, ‘that I may return to you,’ 
says the Lord of hosts.’” Zechariah 1:3
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Ken Draughon
Associate Pastor for 

Music & Worship
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I’ve heard that phrase ever since I began studying 
worship ministry with my mom in our home 
back in 1977, a full two years before I graduated 
from high school. Granted, it wasn’t until the 
summer of 1980 that I understood God’s call to 
this ministry. But prior to that calling I had been 
reading and studying as much as I could get my 
hands on, and it helped that my mom was a 
professor in the music school of a bible college.

The past few years here at FirstLubbock we have 
talked about how worship is not just making 
music to and for Jesus, but it encompasses 
everything we do, think, and say 168 hours every 
week. You might remember that we started a 
ministry with that name, 168, to begin planting 
in the hearts and lives of students (grades 6-12) 
to see their total lives as a worship expression to 
Jesus. If you would like you can see the edited 
videos about some of those trips here: www.
firstlubbock.org/worship.

It dawned on me as we began to pray through 
and plan the upcoming events for this Fall, that 
there is another way, maybe a bolder way, of 
worshipping Jesus with all we do, think and say: 
have “spiritual” conversations with the people 
who cross your path, throughout any given day! 
Such as:

• talking with a neighbor and interjecting the 
question, “how can I pray for you?” 

• having conversation with a close friend that 
includes your own verbiage of: “I just gotta tell 
you that there was a time when I felt empty and 
unloved but at some point I asked Jesus to be my 
Rescuer, my Lord and now I have purpose and 
know I am loved. Do you have a story like that?” 

And you can worship Jesus as you encourage 
friends, acquaintances, family members, even 
friends/followers on social media, to meet you 
at FirstLubbock. for a Sunday morning worship 
experience or bible study. Or you can invite them 
to join you at a women’s ministry event, bring 
them to the upcoming “Listening Room” this 
fall, Or encourage them to join you at one of our 
mission opportunities in and around the city!

Worship will always include singing your 
heart out to our amazing God. It will always 
involve hearing God’s Word, giving you the 
opportunity to confess where you have missed 
the mark, granting you the freedom to respond 
to His leading in your life, remembering and 
proclaiming His great love, and challenging you 
to offer your very life to Him as worship. But may 
we never forget that it also involves everything 
we do, think and say, everyday, all day, 168 hours 
each week. If that begins to characterize who we 
are as Christ-followers then worship really will 
be a verb!
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A story that has always fascinated me is the encounter of 
Philip and the Ethiopian Eunich as recounted in Acts 8:26-40.  
There is an incredible intersection (quite literally) of two men: 
one is searching for truth and the other, eager to share it.  The 
later, called Philip, is told by an angel of God to travel from 
Jerusalem towards Gaza.  Philip comes upon a man traveling 
in a chariot who serves as an official in the court of the Queen 
of Ethiopia.  Then Philip hears a prompting of the Holy Spirit 
to approach this man (v29).  What he finds is a God-ordained 
instance to share the Gospel, and Philip dives right in.  The 
encounter between these two men results in Philip baptizing 
the Ethiopian official.  Then, “the Spirit of the Lord carried 
Philip away.”  

I want to share a couple of quick observations about this story.

First, notice the difference in Philip’s promptings.  The first 
comes from an angel of the Lord (v26), while the second is the 
Spirit’s voice (v29).  These promptings came in the same story 
and are to the same end, yet are very different in nature.  
Remember, God can (and I believe He does) use anything to 
accomplish His purposes. 

Also, Philip was intentional. He understood from the first 
instruction that God had something for him to do. But we also 
see his intentionality at the end of the story (v39-40).  Philip 

is “carried away” by the Spirit of the Lord (I like to say he 
was teleported which just adds to the coolness of this story).  
Philip finds himself, suddenly and surprisingly, in a new place, 
but that doesn’t stop him.  He goes on through the entire 
region sharing the Gospel.

Over the summer we have encouraged you to engage 
in Spiritual Conversations through our Welcome Home 
Emphasis.  This story of Philip is a good example of times 
when God’s people make effort to follow God and make Him 
known.  Although August 15th is Welcome Home Sunday and 
the end of our emphasis, God’s command for us to share the 
Good News does not end!  

How might you be a ‘Philip’ in the days ahead?  How might 
you look and listen for God’s directions?  With whom has God 
caused your life to intersect?  How will you be faithful even 
when you look up and find yourself in a strange new setting?

Justin Hamby
associate pastor for 
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august 25 | 6:00
for all kids, students, & adults

We are excited to start a new semester with a full slate of studies and activities for all ages! All 
activities taking place on Wednesday nights will be from 6:00-7:30pm, and we will have a meal each 
week starting at 5:15pm that you can enjoy as well for $5/person or $20 max per family.  You will need 
to let us know the week-of if you plan to eat with us.

This semester we are trying something new. We will have 3 nights where Adult studies will not 
meet, and we will feature seminars on major topics to help parents, grandparents, and anyone 
who is involved in the lives of kids and youth. The focus for this semester is technology and media; 
each seminar will focus on different topics, provide helpful resources, and have time for roundtable 
discussion.

August 25: Midweek Launch 6:00-7:30 - Free food for all introduction to studies

September 1 - November 3: Regular Schedule* (Dinner at 5:15, studies/activities 6:00 - 7:30)

**September 22nd, OCtober 20th, & November 10th: Technology Seminars 6:00-7:30pm
The Technology Seminars will take the place of the Adult Bible Studies on these weeks.

November 17: Kids Worship Performance

fall schedule

Learn more about Midweek by visting:
FirstLubbock.org/midweek
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Being on mission where our feet are is not just a phrase we say here at First Lubbock. It is our calling, and our everyday 
reality. Whether we know it our not, people are constantly watching how we serve them.

“Enter through the narrow gate; for the gate is wide and the way is broad that leads to destruction, and there are 
many who enter through it. For the gate is narrow and the way is constricted that leads to life, and there are few who 
find it. Matthew 7:13-14

In our daily encounters we see people that are on the wide pathway with no sense of hope. As God’s people we 
are possessors of that HOPE. It starts with an act of service, a warm smile, a kind word that may lead to a divine 
appointment.  Perhaps you and I will be the vessel that the Lord uses to help someone to begin a journey on the 
narrow path.  

Being a people “on mission where our feet are” does not mean that you have to wait for the church to give you a 
mission opportunity. However it is our hope that through these opportunities God will place it in our hearts to look for 
those opportunities when we are living in our routines of life.

may 27 - june 5, 2022  | More details to come

Upcoming Mission Opportunities
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I have always loved science, especially biology. If it grows, 
I’m intrigued. Dissecting specimens, body systems, and fuzzy 
cultures in petri dishes has fascinated rather than repulsed 
me for most of my life. Armed with my passion and despite 
my family’s assertion that I should become a writer, I headed 
off to college convinced I was going to become a renowned 
scientist making amazing discoveries and raking in all kinds of 
money. It would be years before I realized that one could be 
a scientist and write all while being completely unrenowned 
in both arenas.  

Once in college, I was overwhelmed by professors who loudly 
proclaimed that God and science are at odds with one another. 
Those professors tried to convince me that my belief in a risen 
savior was ignorant and a weakness that would ultimately 
cause me to fail at any scientific endeavor. The flaw in their 
argument is that to a believer, all scientific phenomena point 
to the Creator rather than refute His existence! All of nature 
declares His glory, and our wonder and curiosity of creation 
have fueled exploration and scientific discovery since the 
beginning of time. Even the laws of the universe are orderly 
and obey their Creator who set them in motion and gave them 
parameters. Advancements in technology allow us to marvel 
at the intricacy of life as we observe the minute particles 
within a cell and each gene on a strand of DNA. In fact, the 
fundamental basis for biology is that life comes from life. It 
has been proven in science labs over centuries, and the very 
idea that life evolved from nothingness is counter to science 
itself. The only plausible scientific explanation for life is that it 
came from a divine and LIVING Creator. 

I have had the joy of putting my love of science to good 
use both in a working lab and in raising a family. Biological 
intrigue and grossness are a part of daily life when children 
are involved!

Three years ago, I took a part time position teaching Biology 
and Human Anatomy and Physiology. I was sure this was going 
to be a temporary gig, and I would occupy the space until a 
real teacher could be found. Instead, God has been using my 
enthusiasm for science to inspire high school students to seek 
Him in the lab, and He in turn is molding me into a teacher. As 
the students and I explore tendons and ligaments, we see the 
very threads that God uses to knit us together in our mothers’ 
wombs. As we study the rock and water cycles, we talk about 
how God laid the very foundations of the earth, and how Jesus 
told the Pharisees that if he told his followers to be quiet, that 
even the rocks would cry out in praise. As I embark on my 
fourth year of this temporary gig, I am hopeful that the time 
I spend with these students fuels some of them to pursue 
science careers. When those that do so encounter pushback 
from the secular community who tells them that science and 
God are mutually exclusive, I pray that they will hold onto the 
truths they have learned about the very Author of science and 
continue to honor Him in their own labs and lives.Stephanie King
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Watching a rocket launch has 
always been fascinating to 
me. The pure power pushing 
such a giant rocket into 
space is incredible. I don’t 
understand the logistics, and 
I don’t have to. I am simply 
awed by the event. It truly is a 
spectacle. It draws the eyes-
-and ears--of anyone around. 
It would be impossible to 
ignore if you were near it.

evan henson
associate pastor for 

student ministries
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I think God has some launching he wants to do here. 
Unfortunately, I do suspect you will be able to ignore 
it if you’re not intentionally looking for it. But, if you’re 
faithful to watching and waiting to see God move, I think 
it will be a sight to behold.

In our last Connect, I mentioned our summer coming 
up. A summer that I hoped would not be a “normal” 
summer but something new and different. God is good 
and faithful and answered my prayers. This past summer 
has been such an incredible work of God in our student 
ministry. I’ve watched God bring students closer to Him. 
I’ve watched God comfort students going through trials. 
I’ve watched God actively growing leaders in our ministry. 
But, if we have a great summer and then we go back to 
the humdrum life of school, work, sports, business, etc. 
we’ve wasted what He did this summer. My prayer has 
shifted to a new desire. I desire for our summer to launch 
us into a new age in our student ministry. 

During 168--our mission trip--we watched as God forged 
new bonds among students who may not have known 
one another before. We watched younger students 
embrace their role as leaders. We watched older students 
shepherd our new middle schoolers. I hope that God will 
use those foundations as a launch pad for a ministry that 
is truly filled with students reaching students, students 
teaching students, students leading students. 

During Camp this year God truly moved. He inspired us to 
live lives of meaning in a world that says we should only 
care for our own desires and wishes. He inspired us to be 
intentional with our friends and point them to Jesus. He 
inspired us to not take for granted the life of the Church 
in our walks with the Lord. I really believe this wasn’t 
simply some big emotional experience that our students 
will soon forget. I trust that God will use that week as a 
launching pad into developing students who allow their 
faith to influence all they do, think, and say. 

I don’t know exactly what God is going to do this school 
year and into the future, but I do know that if we are 
faithful and steward well what He has already done this 
summer, we will begin to launch into a new era in our 
ministries. We will be launching into our fall midweek 
schedule in just a few weeks (August 25) and I trust that 
God will use that just as much as he used our trips this 
summer. I know that the development of disciples is not 
primarily done on trips, at camps, or on adventures, but 
in the continued gathering and scattering of His people 
around our city. I can’t wait to see how God launches us 
this fall. I pray that you too will be a part of this exciting 
time in our ministry and allow God to lead you into a new 
day. Lamentations 3 tells us that God offers new mercies 
every day. Join me in praying for the newness of what God 
is doing. 
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It was no secret that hardship wouldn’t end with 
the end of 2020. We never expected that fear would 
disappear with Covid-19. No vaccine, no political 
regime, no new normal could overturn all the despair 
in the world. We had to know trouble would come 
knockin’ again some day not too long from now, but 
if I’m being honest, I didn’t anticipate that it would 
knock quite so hard quite so soon. When I lead our 
church in worship on Sunday mornings, I see the 
faces of people smothered by sadness, riddled with 
pain, lost in confusion, and yet they choose to sing. 
Their melody is not in vain.

Habakkuk made a similar resolution in a time when 
God’s deliverance seemed far off. He said, “Though 
the cherry trees don’t blossom and the strawberries 
don’t ripen, though the apples are worm-eaten and 
the wheat fields stunted, though the sheep pens are 
sheepless and the cattle barns empty, I’m singing 
joyful praise to God. I’m turning cartwheels of joy to 
my Savior God. Counting on God’s Rule to prevail, I 
take heart and gain strength.” He knew what we also 

know; ours is a God who always comes through!

Since Jesus told us to take heart when (not if) we face 
trouble, I was inspired by His dependable promises 
to write a song. Over and over I repetitively sing 
about just how consistently reliable He is. Surely, He 
doesn’t need to be reminded that He will never leave 
us or forsake us. Our desperate need for His return 
never escaped His mind. Jesus hasn’t forgotten that 
He’s overcome the world. No, it’s my own heart 
that needs its memory jogged daily. many times 
hourly. even by the minute some days! And when 
I do remember, I worship; and when I worship, the 
worries swirling around me become microscopic. 
Trouble stands no chance next to our God!

The songs of God’s people sing peace into the storm, 
joy into the prison, and hope into the night. If you’ve 
been searching for words to say as you wait to see 
how God will work all things out for good, I invite 
you to use some of mine. Speaking from personal 
experience, He lives up to every single one of them!
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I love that our church often tells us, “your mission is where 
your feet are.”  It has really changed my perspective on 
missions.  It has turned my focus toward my town, my 
work, and my home.  I wonder if you have ever pondered 
what this attitude and approach would look like if applied 
to your marriage?  

The seventeenth century Christian author, Francis de Sales 
wrote that “marriage might be the toughest ministry” 
one could ever undertake.  I know that when Michael and 
I first married, I did not perceive marriage as a ministry, 
I approached it more as an adventure, a calling, and a 
shared life together.   Early in marriage, we had endless 
energy to learn to live together, grow together, and enjoy 
one another.  After all, we were in LOVE! Emotions and 
feelings inspired us to pour time, energy, creativity, and 
effort into their relationship.  And then one day, we both 
looked up and realized we were slightly annoyed and 
frustrated with each other.  This is an important moment 
in every marriage relationship, in which reality sets in and 
the opportunity to minister to one another begins.   

Marriage provides the opportunity for us to become 
more Christ like by humbly ministering and serving each 
another.  Paul Pettit writes that “the Christian life is not to 
be lived in isolation but in interaction with other believers, 
as well as nonbelievers.”  Those who know us the best 
can watch and see our growth and maturity in Christ.  
Marriage is the fertile soil primed for this type of growth.  
Gary Thomas writes that this call to minister and serve 
one another “makes marriage so beneficial spiritually and 
so difficult personally.”  This ministry involves sacrifice by 
thinking of and putting our spouse as a priority each and 
ever day.  

Christ asks us to “take up our cross and follow Him” 
(Matthew 16:24).  What exactly does that look like in 
marriage? Often it is as simple as releasing our own 
individual needs, plans, or desires and placing our spouses 
above our own (Philippians 2:3).  It is offering empathy, 
compassion, and forgiveness to our spouse when we 
would rather argue, correct, or win (Ephesians 4:32).  It is 
choosing to love and respect when those actions may not 
be our natural first instinct (Ephesians 5:33).  Every day 
we have a choice to love, find joy, practice patience, be 
kind, look for goodness in our spouse, live faithfully, use 
gentle words, and practice self-control (Galatians 5:22-
23).  

Several years ago, Shaunti Feldhahn did a study on 
kindness in marriage.  She studied couples who agreed to 
a 30-Day Kindness Challenge, and she found that 89.3% 
of those who completed the study saw improvement in 
their relationships based on their selfless actions toward 
the other person.  Her book, The Kindness Challenge, 
explains the concepts and ideas, but it basically boils down 
to selflessly serving/ministering to another.  Her research 
gives us a map for letting marriage be our mission field.  If 
we are able to be Christ like in our marriage, we enhance 
our ability to minister to the world outside of our front 
door.  

God in His infinite wisdom has decided to use marriage 
as a place for spiritual formation and maturity.  When 
we remember that our mission is where are feet are in 
marriage, we realize our ministry is much closer to home 
than we realized.
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The beginning of a new school year is met with much 
excitement and anticipation, as it elicits thoughts of new 
ideas and possibilities.  In many ways it is a fresh start, 
a chance to do things differently or try something you 
have been hesitant to pursue.  As early as my elementary 
school years until the time I was a college student, I 
looked forward at the beginning of each school year to 
doing things such as searching for the perfect backpack, 
buying new pencils and notebooks, and finally receiving 
the highly awaited class schedule. As I joined my friends 
on the first day of school, it felt like anything was possible. 

The same holds true as we prepare for a new season of 
ministry.  Promotion Sunday, new Bible studies, and a 
steady stream of activities allowing for engagement in 
worship and service, all act as catalysts to strengthen 
our relationship with Jesus so that we can be a light to 
others who do not yet know Him. It is an exciting time 
that motivates us to realign our focus.  

After experiencing an extended period of time when we 
were not able to gather or our meeting together was 
not what were used to, I hope each of us takes hold of 
the opportunities that lie ahead in the months to come.  
The joy and encouragement that comes from gathering 
together with fellow believers is both a blessing and 
a wonderful gift that cannot be found outside of the 
Church. We hope you will join us as we are intentional 
in learning about Jesus, building on our relationship with 
Him, actively serving those in need, and growing together 
as a community of faith.

teresa porter
children’s  ministry

coordinator

Family Dedication

Kids Night Out

preteen plugged in

Snowball Express

October 13 - Class
October 24 - Service

September 24, October 29, & December 3

September 19, October 17, 
November 14, & December 19

November 6
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First Lubbock Kids
First Lubbock Preteens

@FirstLubbock_Kids

august 14 - Post Trade Days & “Ragtown the Musical”
august 31 - Bowling at Whitewater Lanes
September 16 - Agiriculture Museum
September 21 - One day retreat to plains baptist camp
October 2 - dutch oven breakfast at first lubbock park
November 8-12 - Retreat to BRanson, Missouri
december 2 - Christmas crafting
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Let’s recall together the second miracle of Jesus recorded 
in the book of John, chapter 4. It is the story of the high 
official of Capernaum whose son is very ill. The dad, 
having a great deal of clout traveled the eighteen miles 
from Capernaum to Cana where Jesus happened to be 
that day. Of course, this is the exact city where Jesus had 
turned the water into wine for a wedding some days 
earlier. This very prominent man had consulted with the 
doctors, but no one was able to help as his son teetered 
on the brink of death.  It was an early example through 
the scriptures that the dollar is not almighty. Neither rank 
nor riches can protect their possessors from disease or 
death.  Possibly at the suggestion of one of his servants 
or friends, he chose to go and ask Jesus to heal his son.

The trip was a hard day in length.  When he finally found 
Jesus, he was certainly weary and worried.  “He went and 
begged Jesus to come to Capernaum to heal his son, who 
was about to die.” John 4:47. He begged, probably on his 
knees and had a plan to whisk Jesus back to his home 
in order to heal his son.  What a surprise he received by 
Jesus’ reply, “Will you never believe in me unless you see 
miraculous signs and wonders?” John 4:48. It is apparent 
that Jesus was making a point that every request of Him 
would not be immediately answered. Once again the man 
asked, “Sir, please come before my child dies” (John 4:49). 
After a few agonizing moments, Jesus told him to go back 
home and that his son had been healed.

Imagine for a moment the amount of faith this man had 
to exercise. What if he got home to his family and the boy 
was not well? What if he decided to further implore Jesus 
to go with him, just in case.  But as we remember, Jesus 
told him to return home, that his son had been healed. 
On the way home, he met some of his servants and they 
told him the boy was well! After some questioning, they 
discovered he got well exactly when Jesus had said that 
he would.  This man was in the “wait” period of praying. 
So many times, when we pray specifically, we do not get 
immediate answers.  

Responding to this Bible story of Jesus’ healing the child, 
Max Lucado had a very good summary. “The physical 

healing was an unspeakable gift, for sure.  But the boy 
eventually died. I know of no two-thousand-year-old 
person in Galilee. The life-giving miracle of Jesus was 
short-term. The faith-giving miracle of Jesus was eternal. 
The household believed in Jesus. This belief resulted 
in everlasting life.” Jesus wants everyone to come to a 
saving knowledge of Him through faith and faith alone. As 
we venture through this life on earth it becomes evident 
that we must trust in His leadership and direction in order 
to grow and become more like the Master.

I heard a story of someone visiting the home of the artist, 
G. Harvey in the Texas hill country. They said it was an 
honor to be invited to this home and the walls were 
covered with original paintings of the artist.  There were 
many unfinished paintings there that caused the visitor 
to wonder why he had not completed the work.  Many 
questions came to mind to ask Mr. Jones why this tree 
was only half finished or why there were no legs on this 
horse? The visitor came to the conclusion that the artist 
wasn’t finished yet!  We know that the Divine artist is 
not finished yet either.  The earth is His studio and every 
person on earth is one of His portraits.  “God began doing 
a good work in you, and I am sure he will continue it until 
it is finished when Christ comes again” Philippians 1:6.  
God has unimaginable plans for us, I can’t wait to see 
what He is going to do!!  

tim thornton
Associate Pastor for 

50+ Adults & Pastoral care
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A component of stewardship is taking care of or 
protecting what God has entrusted us with.  The 
reality is that task is be becoming more difficult 
with the increase of cyber crimes and the fact that 
more and more of our personal data is accessible 
on the world wide web.

I recently attended a conference session led by 
the owner of Ministry Business Services and 
the Director of Technology of Faith Ministries in 
Indiana, Jonathan Smith. Jonathan talked a good 
deal about Phishing.  Phishing is the practice of 
sending deceptive emails or text messages to get 
people to reveal personal information, such as 
passwords and credit card numbers, or to transfer 
funds. It is the most successful way to initiate a 
high -tech attack on an organization or individual.

Unfortunately, there is only so much technology 
that can be put in place to prevent Phishing. 
Firewalls and email filters can only go so far. 
Jonathan says “Our last and final defense is the 
end user, sitting in front of their computer, with 
their index finger on the mouse button.  That is 
the human firewall.

At FirstLubbock, Philip Tay, our “I.T. Support guy”, 
does a great job of keeping our computer systems 
running and our computer protection software up 
to date, but we still need continual training on the 
human firewall.  He regularly shows us examples of 
Phishing and updates us on alerts about potential 
email scams. These are regular practices that 
could potential be costly to the church and you as 
a member.  With that being said, here are some 
practical ways that you can increase your human 
firewall.

dean johnson
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FirstLubbock will NEVER ask you for money, gift cards, 
or gifts in an email or text.

If you receive a suspicious email from the 
church, double check the email address

Be Creative with your passwords

I am sorry for bothering you with this mail,  I need to get an Amazon gift card for my Niece, Its her birthday but i can’t 
do this now because I’m currently traveling and i tried purchasing online but unfortunately no luck with that.Can you 
get it from any store around you?

I’ll pay back as soon as i am back. Kindly let me know if you can handle this.

Regards.

Pete

In most phishing attempts, there is usually bad punctuation and misspelled words. If you ever receive anything like this, 
delete it.

From: Bobby Dagnel <frankdent@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 9:28 AM
To: Dean Johnson <dean@firstlubbock.org>
Subject: Re: request

Dean, Are you available? Email me  when you get this.

Regards, Pastor Bob

You can see Bobby’s name is correct, but the email address does not match.  Also, Bobby never signs his name “Pastor 
Bob”. If you are still unsure, call the church and speak to the person that supposedly sent the email.

Try not to use the same password for multiple sites and never share your password.  Use password phrases instead of 
birthdates and anniversary dates.  Phrases are more difficult to hack.  You also want to use a combination of capital letters, 
lower case letters, numbers and special characters something along the lines of: InthebeginningGod…!

It is also not a good idea to write down your passwords and carry them with you or put them on a sticky note near your 
computer.  There are passwords apps you can download and you can always Google ways to secure your passwords.

These are just a few steps to help FirstLubbock and you stay safe on the World Wide Web.  As we utilize the current 
technology to be on mission where our feet are, we all should be careful.

If you have any questions or concerns on any emails or texts you receive from the church or church staff, just give us a call.
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1 First Lubbock @ Texas Water  
 Rampage
6-7 Segway Retreat for incoming  
 6th graders
7 “Vamos a Pescar” fishing   
 event at Buddy Holly Park
15 Welcome Home Sunday

16 Texas Tech Fall Semster   
 Begins
17 50+ Gameday
19 Mosaic Kickoff
22 Kickoff Sunday
25 Midweek Launch

6 Snowball Express
7 Fall Back Sunday
8 50+ Adults Retreat to    
 Branson, MO

16 50+ Gameday
17 Last Midweek of the semester
25 Thanksgiving (Offices Closed)
28 One Worship Sunday

AUGUST

6 Labor Day - Offices Closed
 Habitat House Blitz begins
16 50+ Adults go to the    
 Agriculture Museum
19 Preteen Plugged In

21 50+ Retreat to Floydada,   
 Texas
24 Kids Night Out
24 College BBQ Bevo Barn Dance
26 Communion in Lowrie Hall

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

LOOKING AHEAD

OCTOBER
10 Listening Room
13 Family Dedication Class
15 Dad-Kid Campout
15 College Retreat

19 50+ Gameday
24 Family Dedication Service
29 Kids Night Out
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David Lee Arnold
Lynn Arnold
Mary Bonsal

Delman Ellison
Dolly Ellison

Georgia Ellison
Beverly Hawthorne

Donna Hudson
Randy Hudson

Shirilla Rutledge
Meredith Satterwhite

Ben Speer
Jennifer Speer

Joined by Baptism or Profession of Faith

LuLu Adams
Harrison McDougal

Fallon Sales
Madeleine Sales

Sadie Speer
Mikkie Stout

Allie Voss

Joined by Letter or Statement of Faith

WELCOME OUR NEW 
MEMBERS JOINING IN: 

APRIL, MAY, JUNE, & JULY
Budget  •  as of July 26

Budget Required YTD

$1,504,964.54
Budget Received YTD

$1,466,756.26
Global Impact Missions Goal

$182,450.00
Global Impact Missions Received YTD

$51,604.13
Landmark 2005 Received YTD

$26,886.00
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Are you wanting to become 
a follower of christ?

Do you want to learn more 
about becoming a part of 
our church family?

Do have a prayer request?

Do you need someone to 
talk to?

text
flrespond
to 94090

We’d love to talk to 
you today!


